Hyundia veracruz

It was also imported to Europe and parts of Asia from to The Veracruz was discontinued in
other countries, except South Korea. The official date of unveiling in South Korea was October
12, , and was made available in the United States as a model of It replaced the truck based
Terracan that was sold worldwide except for North America. The Veracruz is built on a Hyundai
Santa Fe platform. The revamped Veracruz was based on the same platform as the Kia Sorento.
Powering the Veracruz is a 3. In Europe, it was sold only with 3. One feature that was not
available from the factory on any Veracruz model was a Bluetooth hands free telephone system,
though one was available as an accessory through Hyundai that replaced the sunglasses holder
in the overhead console. However, the optional Bluetooth hands free accessory kit did not
support A2DP wireless stereo streaming of music, as it did not integrate into the Veracruz's
audio system, and instead featured its own, integral control panel and speaker. Last produced
models of were rebadged in , and carried over the extended year. Hyundai announced on April
6, that the seven passenger version of the new Hyundai Santa Fe will replace the Veracruz, and
that production of the current Veracruz would stop "around November ". The U. National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA found similar results when they tested the
Veracruz, awarding it five stars after its frontal crash test for both passenger and driver and in
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The fastest, easiest, and least of a hassle dealership experience as well! They gave me the
numbers prior to my arrival and we left we the same prices. Unfortunately that truck was just
sold, but they are working with me to find another good deal. I drove miles from Idaho to the
Seattle and back to look at the car after finding it on CarGurus. The photos looked good. The
vehicle was a mess, likely flood damaged as the entire underside was rusted out. The inside
was musty from moisture, and the back inside hatch was off. It would have saved me a lot of
trouble had the dealer been forthright about the condition of the vehicle. The car was dirty and
had old tissue in the console. It ran rough and looked the part. Not ok. They responded very
quickly but I ended up purchasing another vehicle somewhere else. We'll help you find great
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Luxurious, spacious, peppy, reliable, the Hyundai Veracruz is a worthy substitute for a Lexus,
Volvo, Acura, or Toyota at a considerably smaller purchase price for equivalent competitive
luxury SUVs. I have owned two , now Veracruzs and considering the value and esp Read more.
Love this car. Interior room and leg room is awesome. I am a tall guy and this is important for
comfortable ride. Price, features and warranty is hard to beat on any Hyundai, compared to
other similar makes and models, whether American or Japanese. We drove this car nearly two
years and had no issues whatsoever. All we did was put gas in it and change the oil and filter.
Surprising how much it could carry. For what ever reasons, Hyundai discontinued this model
after only a few years of production. Why Use CarGurus? Hyundai dealers in Atlanta GA.
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comfortable, but suspension noise is evident. Handling is secure, but not particularly agile.
Front-wheel drive was standard, with all-wheel drive available. The version was the last model
year for the Veracruz, replaced by the long-wheelbase three-row redesigned Santa Fe. Some
clever features will help this model stand out among the coming wave of electric SUVs. These
vehicles prove that family-friendly models don't have to be raucous playscapes. New Cars on
the Horizon. Latest Hyundai Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. Exceptional value, a nice interior and composed ride quality make the Hyundai
Veracruz a good choice for shoppers seeking a midsize crossover SUV. Hyundai's rise as a
serious and determined automaker follows a formula that's simple to grasp: Deliver quality,
feature-rich cars and SUVs to a broad spectrum of buyers for less than the competition. From
the sporty turbocharged Genesis coupe to the executive luxury Equus, Hyundai has something
for most needs and interests. The Veracruz is one of the few Hyundai models untouched by the
automaker's recent redesign frenzy, and its relative lack of attention hints at a full-scale
overhaul in the near future. For now, the Veracruz continues trading on the strengths that make
it a contender in its class. Its horsepower, 3. And while the Veracruz looks unremarkable when
you approach it, sliding into the cabin reveals an interior befitting many entry-level luxury
models that sticker for thousands more. The Veracruz may push the value envelope, but it's not
hard to end up parting with considerable money. It'll be hard to complain about what you're
getting, though, especially when you factor in Hyundai's class-leading warranties. Given that
there are many good choices in this segment, it's not a bad idea to shop around a little. Still, the
Hyundai Veracruz has plenty going for it, though, enough to merit serious consideration on any
midsize or large crossover shopper's list. The Premium package adds a sunroof, auto-dimming
mirrors, a windshield de-icer, a power liftgate and heated front seats for the front-wheel-drive
model. The Veracruz Limited includes the content of the Premium package and adds inch

wheels, driver memory functions, dual-zone automatic climate control, leather upholstery, a
power tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, a four-way power passenger seat, heated second-row
seats, a volt household-style power outlet and an eight-speaker Infinity sound system with a
six-CD changer. For the Limited, an Alpine navigation system is optional and includes a
rearview camera, Bluetooth and a speaker Infinity surround-sound audio system with Pandora
audio streaming and HD radio. Bluetooth is a stand-alone option on both Veracruz trims. The
Hyundai Veracruz is available in either front- or all-wheel drive, and is powered by a 3. A
six-speed automatic is the standard transmission. In Edmunds performance testing, an
all-wheel-drive Veracruz accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 8. Each Veracruz trim level comes
standard with antilock disc brakes, stability and traction control, front-seat side airbags, side
curtain airbags and active front head restraints. In crash testing performed by the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety, the Veracruz earned the agency's top rating of "Good" in
frontal-offset and side impact collisions. The Hyundai Veracruz is a buttoned-down boulevard
and highway cruiser. Supple and quiet on well-paved roads, the Veracruz does lose more
composure than its rivals over neglected, weather-beaten blacktop. Around corners, the
Veracruz handles predictably, despite the quick steering being noticeably inert. The V6's power
is enough for most daily situations, but the six-speed auto -- while a smooth, quiet shifter -sometimes hesitates to drop a gear for passing or while climbing grades. The Veracruz drives
well enough, but ultimately leaves no real lasting impression. Although the Hyundai Veracruz
looks a little plain outside, its handsome interior and solid materials quality disguise a
crossover built as a class value leader. The cabin features wood and faux-aluminum trim and
accents, with controls laid out in clean, minimalist fashion. Take away the badges and most
passengers would probably think they're riding in an Acura or Volvo. Comfort and space are
high points, although the third row offers less room than the Acadia, Flex, Honda Pilot and CX
With both rows of rear seats folded down, the Veracruz can carry up to 87 cubic feet of cargo.
That's less than the Acadia and CX-9, and although basically equal to the Flex and Pilot, their
boxy shape makes them better suited to carrying bulky items. The Veracruz was a pleasant
surprise. I traded my Land Rover Freelander for this vehicle two years ago and could not be
happier. It is reliable, gets good mileage for its size, rides like a Lexus and performs better in the
snow than my Land Rover did. I understand the long-body Santa Fe is a successor to the
Veracruz. I would recommend this vehicle for to anyone. This is a rock solid, reliable SUV that
ages well. Well done, Hyundai! Update: July 18, - Still own the Veracruz and am a happy
customer. This vehicle holds up very well over time. Update: January 18, - Seven years with this
Veracruz and still happy. Update: July 21, - Still more than satisfied with this Veracruz. Rock
solid reliable SUV! Update: January 22, - Nine years old and still purring like a kitten. Best SUV
I've ever owned. I usually keep my SUV's for years. We purchased this car new. Got a really
good price on it, as it was a last year's model. Just about to turn 98, miles on it. Had two issues
during the five years I've owned it so far: The recall for the valve cover gasket leak, and a
blocked supply air vent to the rear seat area. In both cases, the dealer did a great job of getting
them taken care of. Just bought my second set of tires, had the serpentine belt replaced, and
had new plugs installed. Other than that, just the normal oil changes, replacing the rear brakes
at 80, miles, and buying wipers over the years so far. Still driving on my original front brakes
and pads. It handles well, the ride is comfortable, mileage is decent average around 21 mpg on
the highway , good visibility all around, not a speck of rust yet. Still doesn't use a drop of oil
between 5, mile oil changes. I fully intend to keep this one as long as possible, especially since
you can't buy this model any more. If you could, I might have considered trading on a new one.
Update at , miles: Recently had to replace both CV joints within 3 months of each other. Have
developed a lifter clatter when the engine is first started cold, so am having the lifters adjusted
tomorrow. Other than those issues, the car still runs well, is not using any oil, and still driving
on the original front brakes. I have no intention of trading it in on anything new, it's comfortable
to drive, people love the rear seat temperature controls, and it still gets 21 plus mpg on the
road, which most of our driving is. Update at , miles: Still running strong, did have to replace
both CV within 3 months of each other recently. Other than that, no other significant repair
costs. Do have an occasional glitch with the backup alarm system, seems to be related to wet
weather. Don't intend to do anything about it, since it's intermittent. Update at , miles: Had to
replace the front brakes first time just after , miles. Then, at about , miles, had to replace the rear
brakes for the second time. Other than that, which I consider normal maintenance items, the car
is still running strong. Write a review. See all 4 reviews. Available styles include Limited 4dr
SUV 3. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Hyundai Veracruz and all its trim
types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Veracruz 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to
sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about
any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,

interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Veracruz. Edmunds experts
have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Hyundai Veracruz and all model
years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the
Veracruz featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior,
and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term
road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Hyundai Veracruz. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified
pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP,
average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features
upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking
assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire
size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Hyundai Hyundai Veracruz. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Less spacious than competitors lacks option for factory-installed
rear-seat DVD entertainment system numb steering. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review Exceptional value, a nice interior and composed ride
quality make the Hyundai Veracruz a good choice for shoppers seeking a midsize crossover
SUV. The Hyundai Veracruz sports a new front grille and standard second-row heated seats on
Limited models. An Alpine-branded navigation system is also now available on the Limited.
Sponsored cars related to the Veracruz. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, A step
up from my Land Rover! Side Impact Test Good. People who viewed this also viewed 3. The
Edmunds experts tested the Veracruz both on the road and at the track. You probably care
about Hyundai Veracruz fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Veracruz gets an
EPA-estimated 18 mpg to 19 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity?
When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Veracruz has
And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Hyundai Veracruz
is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and
reveal what it's like to live with the Veracruz. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up
in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Veracruz's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Hyundai Veracruz
is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be
factors in determining whether the Veracruz is a good car for you. Check back soon for the
official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include:
Limited 4dr SUV 3. If you're interested in the Hyundai Veracruz, the next question is, which
Veracruz model is right for you? Veracruz variants include Limited 4dr SUV 3. What do people
think of the Hyundai Veracruz? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a
robust series of ratings and reviews for the Hyundai Veracruz and all model years in our
database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team
of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Hyundai Veracruz? Which Hyundai
Veracruzes are available in my area? Can't find a new Hyundai Veracruzs you want in your
area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Hyundai
Veracruz? Check out Hyundai lease specials. Sign Up. November 22, â€” A Hyundai Veracruz
valve cover gasket recall has been issued six years after a Veracruz recall was issued for the
same problem. More than 60, model year Hyundai Veracruz SUVs may suffer from oil leaks
caused by the cylinder bank cover gaskets. The leaking oil may hit the alternator and prevent

the battery charging system from working correctly. The alternator can be damaged by leaking
oil and cause the charging system warning light to illuminate and the Veracruz to stall. As the
alternator volta
ford focus rs manual
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36 volt wiring diagram
ge decreases the airbag and check engine light warning lights may illuminate. The SUVs will
enter limp home modes if drivers continue to drive the vehicles. A driver may notice the
Veracruz surging or hesitating as the charging system continues to fail. The automaker also
determined drivers received warnings before the vehicles stalled, so Hyundai decided to extend
warranty coverage for the Verzcruz SUVs for vehicles that had gasket leaks. Dealerships must
follow specific instructions this time, including methods for properly cleaning the areas and
applying RTV sealant where leaks occur. Veracruz owners with questions should call Hyundai at
and ask for information about recall number Hyundai recalls 60, SUVs that were recalled in for
leaking valve cover gaskets. According to Hyundai, no crashes or injuries have been reported.
In addition, Hyundai will reimburse Veracruz customers who paid for gasket repairs. The
Hyundai Veracruz valve cover gasket recall is expected to begin January 8,

